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Question: 72
RPO is an important concept related to highavailability and disaster recovery. What sentimentis associated with
RPO?
A. RPO specifies the amount of data loss that is
B. RPO specifies the amount of time it takes to
C. The Oracle redo process generates redo logs
D. The Oracle replication process is a solution
Answer: A
Explanation:
RPO specifies the amount of data loss that is tolerable for a system without impacting the business too negatively.

Question: 73
Which type of IP address may be unassigned andreassigned between compute instances?
A. Public IP
B. Private IP
C. IPv6 IP
D. Floating IP
Answer: D
Explanation:
Floating IP addresses may be unassigned from one compute instance and reassigned to another. It is often possible
to automate the allocation of a floating IP address to a standby instance to minimize downtime.

Question: 74
DenseIO compute shapes include support fordirect attached NVMe disks. What steps, if any, arerequired to ensure
redundancy for this type ofstorage?
A. This storage is mirrored at the SAN level. No
B. Object storage mirrors must be configured.
C. Direct attached NVMe disks are preconfigured
D. D. Some RAIconfiguration must be
Answer: D
Explanation:

DenseIO compute shapes include support for direct attached NVMe disks. This storage is not SAN-based. There is
no redundancy built in and it is your responsibility to set up appropriate redundancy using some sort of RAID
configuration if they are used for generic file system storage.

Question: 75
Which of the following statements is true?
A. All OCI regions have three availability
B. HADR is not possible in a region with only
C. Each AD has three fault domains.
D. All OCI regions have three fault domains
Answer: C
Explanation:
Each AD has three fault domains providing physical server isolation for VMs created in separate FDs in the same
AD.

Question: 76
What process coordinates a fast-start-fail-overevent in a Data Guard setup that automates aprimary database
failover to its standby?
A. Observer
B. Watcher
C. Listener
D. Active Data Guard
Answer: A
Explanation:
A Data Guard observer is configured to orchestrate a fast-start-fail-over (FSFO) if issues with the primary
database system are detected.

Question: 77
Which of the following statements is true?
A. You can only interact with OCI resources
B. You can only interact with OCI resources
C. You can only interact with OCI resources
D. You can interact with OCI using any tool

Answer: D
Explanation:
You can interact with OCI using any tool through the OCI API endpoints. You are not confined to using any
specific tools.

Question: 78
Which of the following statements is true?(Choose all that apply.)
A. A. RAC database is concurrently mounted by
B. RAC databases can tolerate the loss of a RAC
C. C. As long as there is at least one RAnode
D. Both primary and standby databases in a Data
Answer: A, B, C, D.
Explanation:
RAC and Data Guard form a potent pair in providing HADR for Oracle databases.

Question: 79
Which of these options may provide zero data losssolutions for Oracle databases?
A. Oracle RAC
B. Oracle Data Guard in Maximum Performance
C. Oracle Data Guard in Maximum Protection
D. Oracle Data Guard in Maximum Availability
Answer: C
Explanation:
Data Guard in Maximum Protection mode ensures synchronous replication achieving zero data loss at the cost of
potential waits on the primary database for confirmation that the captured redo stream has been successfully
shipped and applied on the standby.

Question: 80
List two basic approaches to synchronizinggeneral purpose file systems for HADR.
A. Private peering
B. Synchronous replication
C. File Storage Service snapshots
D. Asynchronous replication

Answer: A, D
Explanation:
Synchronous replication supports zero data loss but incurs waits while transported IOs are acknowledged and
remote IOs are confirmed. Asynchronous replication risks data loss in the event of an outage, but changes to the
primary site are shipped to the standby with no need to wait for confirmation that the changes have been received
and applied. There is no blocking or waiting with this approach and it is suitable for synchronizing data between
instances in different regions.
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